
I’m excited to reintroduce to you my LinkedIn handbook.  

 

I published version 1.0 of this beast in 2018 when Jacinda Ardern was at the peak of her 

powers; I could afford a cafe coffee, the All Blacks knew how to win a game of rugby, and the 

first TikTok dances were gracing our shores. 

 

I think back on this time as New Zealand's golden age and the first time I realised you could 

make a lot of money on LinkedIn. 

 

Since then, a lot has changed, Covid being the elephant in the room. This dramatically 

accelerated our society's march towards an online world where zoom, slack and TikTok reign 

supreme.  

 

But through thick and thin, one old hill I planted my flag on many moons ago has stood firm, 

albeit un-excitedly. LinkedIn has forever been my pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.  

LinkedIn has, and I suspect will continue to be, one of the most unloved but overgiving social 

media platforms. They say marketers ruin everything, well, they haven’t ruined LinkedIn yet… In 

just 60 days in 2018, I used this platform to generate six figures in new business.  

Now four years later, I’m back with the updated strategy I’ve used to sign multiple 6 figure retail 

distribution agreements, launch a business newsletter, and find 7 figure clients for my growth 

marketing agency. 

The scaffolding is the same, but the house has changed.  

In this updated version of my handbook. I’ll introduce you to new tools, hacks, copywriting 

methods and ways to play the same old LinkedIn lead generation game. 

So without further ado, Let’s dig in. 

Part 1: Make It So People Stare At You 

 
1a. Profile Headers 

Everybody knows how important first impressions are. But not everybody knows that the “first 

impression” is only a seven-second window of opportunity.  

In a world where people’s attention spans are fickle, you need your profile to make an 

immediate impact on people. 

I had “Most Shared Writer at Influencive” in a previous headline in my profile. And here is the 

message I got: 



  

  

 

Have something that people can grab onto when they see your profile, and you’ll be 

remembered for that.  

 

Now let’s start with your headshot.  

 

Compare this. 

 

 
 

With this.  

 



 
 

One has a personalised headshot that makes you recognisable to others. The other does not. 

People relate to people.  

 

I paid a professional for my headshot (you're 14 times more likely to have your profile viewed 

when you have a photo).  

 

 

 

The next easy win is your banner. The banner is the photo that sits across the top of your profile  

(1584px x 396px are the optimal dimensions). I use my banner to signal trust with a list of the 

most well-known publications I have featured in. 



 

 

If you don’t have PR to signal trust. You can use your business or employer's branding and 

logos for the same effect. Holly’s profile banner is an excellent example of this. She’s got a ton 

of PR but want’s to promote her businesses first.   

 

Essentially your goal is to portray either: 

● public credibility 

● or friendliness by using a photo of yourself featuring others that people can relate to 

people    

1b. Establish who you are and what you do 

 
 

In the headline section of my profile, I aim to share three things  

● A list of my achievements to give it wow factor 

● Having a searchable term in the title “Web 3.0” 

● A link to my newsletter as I’m audience building 

Holly’s headline section is a great example. It includes search terms that potential clients might 

use to find her. Like #governmentrelations #māori #politics #pakihimāori #lobbying101 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hollysuzannebennett/


 

To set up your profile like this you need to switch to “Creator Mode”. Here’s how to do this - I’ve 

used one of my co-founder's profiles as an example below: 

1. Click on the Me section of your profile in the top right corner.   

 

2. Click “View Profile” 

 

3. Scroll down to “Creator mode” and turn it on 



 

4. Click on “Topics” and choose what you want to be known for 

 

 

Once you have this sorted your profile tagline will be optimised for both search and credibility.  

 

 

 

1. c) Write an interesting bio and three-sentence summary 



When people continue to scroll, they’ll see the first three lines of your bio and then selected 

media you’ve shared. This is another opportunity to impress people and show them what you 

can do for them. 

Start by telling people [very clearly] what it is you do. 

 

 

“I help companies, and people worldwide expand their business by creating, growing and 

exploring their market through world-class digital marketing. 

Here are some of the names we've worked with that you will recognise:” 

I tell people how I can help them, which is digital marketing. Then I add social proof with the 

names of the companies I have worked with, but they need to click “...see more” to find out.  

This encourages them to spend more time on my profile and increases their likelihood of 

reading more about me. You want people to read on, which leads them to your work 

experience.  

  



1. e) Personalising your work experience and getting recommendations and 

endorsements 

Below is a list of my work experience. I organise it by putting my companies in sequential order 

with the one I want people to interact with first to last.  

 

This section is another brag opportunity. When listing my work experience, I want people to;:  



● See how well my companies have performed by showing the awards they’ve won.  

● Become curious enough to click on my company's links and dig further  

When listing your previous employers or your new company, ensure that the company has a 

LinkedIn profile. Nothing screams I’m new to this, and my solo trading company was created 

last week with the photoless company profile below. 

 

If you’re unsure how to create a company profile on LinkedIn so that you have the proper picture 

go here. 

If you’re short on work experience, add anything you’ve done in the past that other people look 

kindly upon - like:  

● Student groups 

● Volunteering roles 

● Clubs you’ve managed 

These show your credibility and diversity. They let people know there’s more to you than work 

and study.   

Your profile now tells people who you are, what you’ve done, how you can help them and why 

they should trust you. 

The last section to update is your Skills & Endorsements section. 

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/a543852/creating-a-linkedin-company-page?lang=en


 

I have three visible endorsements on my page: Fitness, Social Media and Marketing Strategy. 

The reason I have them is that they are my most endorsed skills.  

The more endorsements you have, the better. When you’re optimising your profile, showcase 

the top three skills you want to be known for. 

Your goal is to get double-digit recommendations for each skill. 

If you are short on recommendations like I was in the beginning. You’ll need to phone a friend.  

Here is the message I sent to my friends on Facebook, who I knew would respond quickly if I 

asked them for help: 

“Hey (first name), 

How are you? 



I want to ask a favour of you. I’m trying to optimise my LinkedIn profile and would love it, if you 

get the chance to endorse me for my top 3 skills on the platform and possibly leave a 

recommendation about (insert whatever skills you’re good at). It would mean a lot, and I would 

be thrilled to do the same. 

Here is my profile: (insert a direct link to your profile) 

If it doesn’t fit, I completely understand! 

Chat soon” 

● I share an easier way to get endorsements later in this guide after you’ve made your first 

500 connections. 

Now that your profile is ready to rock and roll, it’s time to start the fun part and connect with 

anyone you’ve ever wanted to meet. 

2. Connect with anyone, even the Prime Minister Of New 

Zealand 

Have you ever wanted to connect with the Prime Minister? 

What about the CEO of the company you love? 

How about the author who wrote the book on which you’ve based your personal and 

professional philosophies? 

You can be almost certain that these people are on LinkedIn, and even if you’re starting from 

scratch, it’s possible to reach them.  

So let’s look at how you can build your world-class network.  

2. a) Getting The Right Tools 

Before you start you'll need the right web browser for the job, i.e. Google Chrome, it’s time to 

switch your web browser. 

Okay, first sign up for the LinkedIn core program 30-day free trial.  

https://www.google.com/chrome/?brand=CHBD&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIxNerudfo2wIVkIC9Ch2Bcg-8EAAYASAAEgL31fD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds&dclid=CNnCoLzX6NsCFcxylgodYmEL0A


 

Then head to We-Connect and sign up for a 14-day free trial. We want to use all of the free 

features before paying for anything.  

The We-Connect onboarding can be a little cumbersome so I’ll walk you through that here. 

2. b) Join We-Connect (https://we-connect.io/)  

 

 

https://we-connect.io/
https://we-connect.io/


 

Fill in the required details above. You’ll get the next screen.  

 

Before you can log in you need to activate your account - so goto your emails and find the 

WeConnect activation email. Select “Activate my account” then you’ll be asked to confirm your 

LinkedIn login details, like below; 



 

Pop in your creds. It will begin to sync with your LinkedIn profile.  

 

Then you’ll get this message:  



 

You can find the pin in your LinkedIn inbox Don’t stress. No one is trying to hack your account. 

You’ll also get an email from LinkedIn saying someone is trying to access your account (like 

below) but don’t stress, this is normal.  



 

Here is the second email. 

 



Okay so once you’ve got your LinkedIn pin, enter it into the LinkedIn Security Verification box on 

Weconnect and hit ‘Submit’ 

 

From here select “Exit setup”.  

 

Now, jump to the parent menu on the left to ensure it's worked.  

 



 
 

Select the LinkedIn logo.  

 



This works 99% of the time, and you should see your account here.  

If it says under the “Status” tab “, active (current)”, you are good to go.  

2. c) List Building  

 

We’ll now jump into the list-building process inside LinkedInSales Navigator. This is what you 

signed up for in step 1a.   

When I start building my list, I want to remember two things.  

 

1. You have defined my customer avatar (this is my buyer of whatever I’m selling) - if you need 

help determining this, we’ve written an incredibly detailed blog over at Hakune 

2. What does this person look like on LinkedIn based on the filters you can choose from  

 

In this scenario, I will walk you through how I’m building a list of rugby professionals to get their 

feedback on our latest product for our e-comm company Rugby Bricks.  

Your home screen should look like this:  

 

 

Select “Lead filters”. Now your screen should look like this:  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/sales/contract-chooser
https://hakune.co/how-to-find-and-serve-your-best-customers/
https://rugbybricks.com/


 
 

I want to select a few things from the filter list using my example of rugby professionals. 

Under “Role”, select “Job Title”:  

 

From the drop-down list choose “current” when I’m looking for new clients. If I’m just trying to get 

broader industry feedback, like in this scenario, I choose “Current or past” from the options.  



I’ll add similar titles, like “rugby player”, “rugby professional”, “director of rugby”, etc. You’ll get a 

list that should populate like this.  

 

 

This list has 22,000+ results which is too many. So I start to narrow. Out of these 22,000, I want 

to connect with the active people on LinkedIn, so I jump down to “Spotlights” and “Posted on 

LinkedIn in 30 Days”.  

 



I also increase my chances of making connections by filtering out people who aren’t 2nd 

connections. 

 

People often check mutual connections before accepting a connection request. 

To do this, select “Personal” > “Connection” and then “2nd Connection”.  

 

 

That left me with a list of 618 people. Who: 

- Are rugby coaches, professionals or players  

- Have been active on LinkedIn within the last 30 days  

- Are you connected to someone I’m already connected to on LinkedIn  

Once you’re happy with your list, you need to save it. You can do this by giving your list a name 

and selecting “Save Search”.  



 

* Before moving on, I suggest you play with the filters to find an audience as close to your target 

customer avatar. The better the list, the higher chance you have of getting connections. We’re 

now going to send our connection requests via We-Connect.  

2. c) Automated Outreach  

Before we open We-Connect again, grab the saved list URL you just created from LinkedIn 

Sales Navigator.  

 

Choose “My Folder” from the parent menu on the left of your screen, then select “Saved Lists”.  

https://we-connect.io/


 
 

And choose “+Add List”.  

 

WeConnect will then ask you to give it a URL to search with. 

 

 

Click “Search” once the URL is pasted.  

 

The list you created on LinkedIn will then populate. Click save search. 

 



You’ll get a pop-up. Name your audience and then the goal of the campaign. In this scenario, 

we’re making the first connection and follow-up, so I named it “Rugby Bricks 1st Connections - 

Outreach”.  

 

 

Now go back to the home page and choose Campaigns from the main menu. 

Click ‘Add New’ 

 

Select “+ Add New” in the top right corner.  

 

 

 

Now name your campaign “Outreach Campaign - (DATE)”.  



Under “Campaign Type”, select “Invite New Connections”. 

Under “Saved Lists”, choose the list you created earlier.  

Like below.  

 

Click “Continue” and you’ll be taken to the ‘connection message’ form. This is where you write 

the message that people receive when you send them a connection request - like Barry’s 

message below. 

 

Here is what this looks like.  

 



Do not use your connection request message to sell - you’ll be ignored.; Instead, make a simple 

ask that appeals to an individual's better nature and admits you need help by asking to learn 

from them. Again, I have to emphasise this do not try to sell them anything because they won’t 

connect with you. 

Here is the one I’m using for my rugby connections campaign.  

 

“Hey [FIRST_NAME], 

I'm looking to connect with a few more people in the rugby community. I'm the MD at Rugby Bricks, an 

online rugby company. We're looking at growing overseas, and I wanted to chat with those in the rugby 

world, past and present. No stress if you don't see a fit. 

Cheers, 

Kale” 

Underneath this message, you’ll see an option to+ Add Step”. Choose that.  

 

This next step will allow you to send another message two days after a person accepts your 

connection request 

This is where you can make your ask.   

 



Here is the message I’m using for my campaign:  

 

“Cheers for connecting with me [FIRST_NAME].  

We're about to launch a Kickstarter for a new physical product, so I'd love for you to take a look 

at what we're building and grab your feedback if possible. If you are all right with it, I'll email you 

a mock-up. What is the best one to catch you on? No pressure if you are too busy.” 

To add features like their first name or company to your message, select the little </> HTML box 

at the bottom of the message box. 

 

Click “Continue” from here. 

You’ll be taken to your campaign limits.  

This is how many connection requests you send a day and the follow-up messages to send.  

I recommend no more than 20 per day, to begin with. Once you have played around with this, 

you send up to 700 per week on We-Connect. 



 

You will want to change the campaign schedule to your local time zone. The default is in EST, I 

run my campaigns from Monday - Friday and 10 - 4.15 PM in my local timezone to make it look 

like it is being done manually.  

 

From here, all you need to do is hit “Continue” and then “Launch”.  

The typical connection request response you should expect if your message is good is 30% or 

above.  

In terms of replies, you should aim for anything above 25%.  

 

Once you’ve got this process up and running, you can hand this over to a virtual assistant or an 

employee but be wary that you will get a lot of inbound after the first 30 days of doing this. 



Part 3: Building Influence and finding your 1,000 true fans 

By now, you should be getting 10+ new connections every day, and your dm’s are probably 

starting to get a little exciting. 

Over the next few months, you can expect to make hundreds, if not 1000’s, of new 

connections, but connections by themselves on LinkedIn are worthless. 

Connections that like and trust you, though, are a whole other story. 

Many moons ago, Kevin Kelly, an Internet OG, understood the value of an online audience 

that likes and trusts you when he wrote his infamous article ‘1,000 true fans’. The premise of 

the article, if you can’t be bothered reading it, is: 

- Anyone can build and create a dream lifestyle business online if they have 1,000 true 

fans 

- You curate these 1,000 true fans by giving them value - in this case, we’ll be doing it 

on LinkedIn. 

- Like Daniel Caldini’s Law of reciprocity - people will like you and support you when you 

give to them first. 

For the rest of this chapter, I will share how to give value to LinkedIn and find your 1,000 true 

LinkedIn fans..  

There are a few ways you can give value on Linkedin - in this guide; we’ll focus on how to do it 

by creating content. 

Only about 1% of active LinkedIn users create content. But that 1% is getting 9 billion 

impressions a week. 

The story goes that many have tried, but after their first few posts don’t get any likes - they 

quit. 

Creating great content - the stuff that gives value is hard. It’s like any other skill you’ve 

learned, whether playing chess, riding a bike, or cooking a family recipe. You’re not going to 

be great your first time stepping up to bat, nor the 2nd, 3rd or 4th. 

That’s just not how life works. So first, you need to be aware that this will take a little 

perseverance; you’ll probably feel silly writing to no one, and you might have a few mates 

question your sanity - but that’s just part of the gig. 

https://kk.org/thetechnium/1000-true-fans/


The good news for you is LinkedIn recommends your posts to your new connections and sees 

you might be the only person they connected to lately that is creating content - yours are going 

to get recommended a lot. 

 

You’ll quickly learn what your audience finds valuable and what they don’t. 

3. a) Testing Content 

As I alluded to, you don’t know what valuable content is until you start posting and your 

connections tell you what is and isn’t. 

You’ve got to quieten that ego here and listen - you don’t get to decide what is valuable; they do. 

Before we continue, I have one caveat here. Certain types of content will always get a lot of 

engagement on social media platforms - anything political or that challenges people's beliefs, i.e. 

polarising statements without nuance, will get you a lot of engagement. 

That may seem easy to do, but it’s not valuable it’s just news. Start by picking a niche and 

creating content around that.  

3. b) Picking Your Niche 

First, you want to pick a single content category you will post about. 

Like: Small Business, Gardening, Pop Culture, or Travel. 

If you hope for these connections to support your business one day, pick a topic relevant to what 



you’re selling. 

Don’t write about travel if you want to sell bookkeeping services, don’t write about gardening if 

you want to sell tickets to your next music gig. 

3. c) Writing Your Post 

Creating content is a skill, that needs honing. 

When I started on LinkedIn, I posted five times a week, and barely anyone engaged with my 

content. My posts were lucky to get a few likes and a hundred views. 

Now I’m averaging 5,000+ views, and10+ comments a post,some have even gone viral - 

reaching millions of people. 

I write every post using a simple formula that I will outline below. 

i. The Intro 

LinkedIn gives you 210 characters to grab peoples attention. Your first job on every piece of 

content you create is to get people to click ‘see more’ 

 

Every time someone clicks ‘see more’ on your post - LinkedIn counts that as an ‘engagement’ 

and the more engagements you get, the more people LinkedIn shows your content to. 

Think of your intros like an email subject line - they must grab people's attention.  

Those first few lines are what we call the hook. If you write a great hook, your content will do 

well. 

There are a couple of different ways I like to write hooks. 



1) Calling out my target  

● “Do I know any small business owners looking for ……” 

● “Most marketers get this wrong about email marketing…..” 

This is the easiest way to get your target audience to stop scrolling and read. 

2) The value promise 

With these hooks, I indicate to my audience they will get value by reading further. 

● “These five automation tools helped me save 5 hours a week….” 

● “This is the best business advice I’ve ever received…..” 

 

3) Creating desire 

If you know your target audience/network, you’ll know what they want. 

I get people's attention with these hooks by sharing how I’ve achieved something I know my 

target audience wants.  

 

“My latest Facebook marketing campaign is earning a ROAS of 5.6x…..” 



“I just ran 5km in 17 minutes; here’s how I did it….” 

Every sentence you write should draw your reader down the page to the next sentence. So your 

writing is creating a slippery slope for their attention. Generally, if you can hook someone for 

three or more sentences, you’ve got them. They’re going to keep reading. 

ii. A.I.D.A. 

The most well-known and used copywriting tool to create a slippery slope is called A.I.D.A. This 

acronym stands for 

● Attention 

● Interest 

● Desire 

● Action 

It’s a framework many other content marketers, and I often use to write engaging post intros. 

Your first line has to grab someone’s attention - this is your scroll stopper, like the hooks I’ve 

shared above. 

Your following line should keep them interested with random facts, quotes or an opinion - this is 

where you get your reader thinking. 

Then you build some desire by creating a picture in their mind about an outcome your post can 

help them achieve. 

And finally, you tell them what action you want them to take next. 

Here’s an example. 

● Attention: Do you want to get fit? 

● Interest: John Doe just became our 25th provincial champion. 

● Desire: We’ve helped 1000’s of members hit new PBs and break records with our 8-

week ‘Milers’ program. 

● Action: “Here’s the 5-step framework our runners use to constantly run faster” 

I made that up on the spot - with a little thought, you can write something a lot catchier. But 

hopefully, you get the point. 



If you want an in-depth explanation of the AIDA formula - Neville Medhora has written a great 

post here. 

Now let's look at the middle. 

iii. The Middle  

This is where you deliver what you’ve promised in the hook. A quick warning here - clickbait is 

not cool, and it’s a quick way to ruin any credibility you may have built with your audience. 

If you promise them something or suggest you talk about a specific topic but switch it up, you will 

ruin your chances of finding repeat readers and building a valuable network. 

So the point of the intro is to stop your audience from scrolling and engage with your content. 

And the point of the body is to deliver value. 

This is where you build long-term credibility and trust with your audience - how you establish 

yourself as an authority, how you give before you receive and so on. 

The best part about the middle is it relies a lot less on your ability to copy-write and more on 

your ideas. 

Remember here that good stories, great ideas, helpful resources and so on are far more 

valuable than good writing. 

That said, here are a few tricks that seem to perform well on LinkedIn. 

One sentence, one idea. 

This doesn’t mean I write every single post one line at a time - but it does mean I only ever cover 

one idea at a time. 

https://copywritingcourse.com/blogs/42-aida-formula/


 



Don’t quote me on this, but the theory is the white space you put in your posts, the better the 

consumption experience.  

 

Similarly to the one-sentence, one-idea structure, people love bullet points and/or ordering your 

points with numbers. It also is easier to read on mobile.  

 



 
 

I like to use this structure to back up my intro with relevant facts. Or to dig into a pain point, I 

think the reader might be facing before I share my solution. 

 

This structure works well when you want to emphasise your opening hook. 

 

iv. Play Tag 

 

Tagging people and businesses in my posts are my favourite way to steal more engagement. 

 

Often the people and businesses I tag like and comment on my posts - so my posts then get 

exposed to their audiences. 

 

I like to mix up the people I’m tagging so my content gets exposed to many different audiences. 

 



 
 

 
 

Shout out to the people who’ve helped you along the way - you’ll be surprised how well this 

works. Shout me and this guide out on your next post, and I promise I’ll give it a like and leave a 

comment. 

v. The Sign-Off 

 

Most people make the mistake of not closing off their LI posts. There’s another opportunity to 

add value. 

 

Here are my favourite tactics to sign-off a post in style.  



 

If someone has read your whole post and got something out of it, they’re much more likely to do 

something for you in return. Which is why I like to make asks at the end of my posts. 

 

This is the action I want the person to take next like to connect with me, like my post, leave a 

comment or even subscribe to my newsletter. 

 

The more value you give in the body the more likely someone will take you up on your ask. 

 

 

 
That’s the actual game you’re playing here. Not likes, followers or anything else - give value, 

give value, and you will receive. 

 

Sometimes my most engaging posts drive the least outcomes and vice versa. Aim to give value 

before anything else. 

 

vi. Add Some Pictures 

 

My posts that have a relevant and decent-quality image seem to get about 50% more reach and 

engagement. 

 

The images I’ve found play best are photos of me smiling with one or a couple of people. 

 

If I’m writing about my business - I like to throw in a photo of me with my staff or business 

partner. 

 

If I’m writing about my journey - I like to throw photos of me with friends and family who’ve 

helped along the way. 

 

Clear images of smiling people seems to be the killer combo.  

 



 
 

vii. Ask & Answer Questions 

If you’ve tried throwing everything you’ve got at your posts and your engagement is still low, 

it’s time to ask questions.  

Some of my most engaging posts have been questions I’ve asked my audience. 

I still structure my post the same way with the intro, meat and sign-off, but the point of my post 

isn’t to inform, entertain or emphasise. It is to seek information from my audience. I find 

opinion-seeking questions rather than fact-finding seem to work the best. 

“What is your favourite way to switch off at the end of the day?” 

“What advice would you give to your younger self?” 



 

^ This simple post got 21 comments and 5,000 impressions. 

By asking questions of your audience, you’re giving them a call to action to interact with you, 

and this is a quick way to grow engagement.  

viii. Follow Up and Engage 

Remember you can’t build connections with people by ignoring them. 

If someone came up to you in the street and asked you a question or made a passing comment 

to strike up a conversation - you’d be a bit of a prick to ignore them. 

The same goes for social media. 

Sure I don’t respond to emojis and ‘good jobs’ - there are not many places you can take a one-

word comment. But I always do my best to respond to people leaving thoughtful and insightful 

comments or questions. 

You’ll find that if you don’t respond to people, they will disappear quickly. People are 

commenting on your posts because they want to engage with you, like in real life - ghosting is 

not cool. 

When you’re networking to the top, your goal is to be as conversational and thankful as possible.  

 



 

And finally, here are a few content ideas to get you started. 

 

1. Listicles 

2. Personal Stories/Lessons 

3. QnA - answer questions from your audience 

4. A result -> How to get xyz result 

5. Contrarian thoughts 

6. Discovery - sharing something hidden 

7. Commentary on trends 

 

ix. The Viral Post 

 

I saved this for last for a few reasons. 

 

First, I don’t want you to think you can purposely create viral posts - a lot of it is timing and luck. 

 

The second thing is - people who try to create the magical viral post - often don’t post anything 

because they spend literally hours trying to write the perfect post. 

 

Third, you don’t need to go viral to build a good audience. My friend Rhys has never written a 

viral post but is already at 2,100 followers and made some high-value connections. 

 



Last but not least - you can’t spam these posts. Your audience will get sick of them pretty 

quickly. I only like to drop these once-a-year type things when I’ve got something worth talking 

about. 

 

Without further ado - here it is. 

 

 
 

Introduction:  

 

“Last week I connected with the Prime Minister of New Zealand.” 

 

The introduction has to be a banger. Connecting with a notable human is a big asset. In this 

case, it was Jacinda Ardern.  

 

 
 

Second sentence:  

 

“And only ninety days ago I had 400 connections, today I now have over 4800+ people who are 

a part of my community on LinkedIn.” 

 

This is known as the hero’s journey. I started smallt but in a reasonably shortamount of time, I 

12x’ed my audience . I started with nothing then came out the other side with alot. 

 



 
 

The Middle: 

 

“In this time I’ve: 

 

- I’ve connected with employees and CEO’s of New Zealand’s and Australia’s biggest 

companies 

 

- Had over 500,000 views on my content 

 

- Called and shared coffees with 77 different CEO’s, GM’s, authors, editors and entrepreneurs 

 

- Had over 112 book suggestions from the Editor in Chief of @Entrepreneur Magazine through 

to New York Times Best Selling Authors 

 

The greatest lesson I’ve learned from building this community is that regardless of who you are 

and what position you’re in, people always want to offer help, you just need to ask for it.” 

 

This talks about all the benefits I’ve received since doing what I’ve done. It also talks about how 

I’ve learned a heartwarming lesson. People want to help people which is true.  

 



 
 

The Outro:  

 

This leads people to watch the video, but the most important piece here is the call to action 

“Send it over”.  

 

“I want to say thank you to a few people who have helped me understand what real marketing is 

and how to build a community -Sarah, Jonathan, and Kate 

 

I've also created this video to share with everyone I've connected with. 

 

I’ve written a 50-page case study outlining exactly how I did this and if you want it just leave a 

comment saying, “Send It Over” 

  

The goal for viral uptake should be roughly need 40 comments and 40 likes within the first hour 

of publishing andou need an action point to tell people to do what others are doing People are 

memetic; they will copy one another if they think they can get something great for free.  

 

I game the system and give my post the best chance of going viral by: 

 

1. Sending a message to those you’ve helped in the past  

 

 
 

I sent a similar message to this to 50 other friends and entrepreneurs to ensure that I’d get 

engagement on my post as soon as I published it.  



 

2. Once the post was published, I then sent this follow-up 

 

 
In the first hour of publishing my post had 52 comments, and the rest is history. It also helps that 

the people who got the guide loved the content, which has led to this second edition.  

 

FYI - you can check it out here.  

Part 4: (Bonus Section) Casting A Wider Net 

 

Now let's take a quick detour. 

I’m going to assume here that you want to build a network to generate more business or 

employment opportunities. 

If that isn’t the case, then skip ahead to part 5. 

For the rest of you, I think we can agree LinkedIn is a secondary social network. We spend most 

of our time on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat and Youtube. 

So if you don’t step outside of LinkedIn - you can miss a lot of action on these other platforms. 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6420033282058129408/


My favourite way to translate my momentum from LI and stay top of mind with my new 

connections on these other platforms is through content marketing. 

You can advertise to your LinkedIn contacts on other social platforms by running ads with 

custom audiences using your LinkedIn contacts' email addresses. 

To do this, you first need to export your contacts from LinkedIn: 

1. Click the Me icon at the top of your LinkedIn homepage. 

2. Click Settings & Privacy from the drop-down menu. 

3. Click Data Privacy on the left-hand menu. 

4. Under the How LinkedIn uses your data section click ‘get a copy of your data’. 

5. Select Want something in particular? 

6. Select Connections 

7. Click Request archive. 

8. Enter your password and click done. 

 

You'll receive an email to your Primary Email address, including a link to download your list of 

connections. 

Now you can use this list of email addresses to create a custom audience on any social media 

advertising platform and start promoting your content to them. 

If you’re not sure how to do this yourself, you can hire a virtual assistant off Upwork or Fiverr to 

do it for you. There are also many helpful guides on Google and Youtube that’ll walk you 

through this process for each platform. 



Remember, what we’re trying to do here is drive action off LinkedIn, i.e. lead generation. 

I wanted to ensure people from my LinkedIn network looking for a marketer for their business 

came to me first. 

So I ran ads to them promoting a case study that detailed how I started a business with $200 

(and some clever marketing) and generated $202,000 of revenue in 14 days. 

 

Here’s one of these ads on Facebook. 

Notice I used a big picture of my cousin and me for the case study cover image - so people I’d 

recently connected with on LinkedIn recognised me and hopefully clicked through to my case 

study. 

After running this ad for 48 hours, I got over 700 impressions from people in my target audience. 

Using this method, you can capture people’s attention while not on LinkedIn and use ads to 

capture them as leads.  

Think of this as your way to be the targeted sales person who pops up in people’s mind.  

 



 

  



Part 5: Staying Top Of Mind 

 

You may remember at the start of this guide I said I would show you how to increase your 

credibility by getting more the number of endorsements on your profile.  

 

I’m going to share a strategy here that will help you get endorsements from your newly found 

network, increase your profile views, kick-off more organic conversations and, best of all, keep 

you top of mind. 

You will need to jump back to We-Connect and start by creating a new list. 

Choose “My Folder” from the parent menu on the left and select “Saved Lists”.  

 
 

From here, select “+Add List”.  

 

Weconnect will then ask you for a list by searching for a URL.  

 

So hop over to Sales Navigator on LinkedIn again.  

Select “Lead Filters +”. 

https://we-connect.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/sales/home


 

This will take you to your LinkedIn Sales Navigator tab, which you may recall from the earlier 

list-building exercise. 

Your aim here is to get reciprocal endorsements from those already in our network so I suggest 

you use these filters. 

  

Under “Connection”, select “1st Degree Connections” and then “Have shared experiences with 

you”. If your network is still small, select “1st Degree Connections”.  

Head to the top right and select “Save Search”. Name your search“1st Connections - Endorse 

Campaign”, so it is easy to find and select save.  

 

Select that list and then copy the URL from your browser.   



 
 

Head back to WeConnect, paste your saved search URL in the “Search By URL” box, and 

select “1st Connections”.  

 

Click “Search”.  

 

Weconnect will begin to populate your list. Once it has finished select “Save Search”. 

 

You’ll get a pop-up.  



 

Name it “Endorse Campaign” and select “Save”. 

 

Now head over to Campaigns.  

 

Select “+ Add New” in the top right corner.  

 

Name it “Endorse Campaign - (DATE)”.  

 

Under “Campaign Type” select “Endorse Contacts” and under “Saved Lists”, choose the list you 

created earlier.  



 

 Select “Continue ->”.  

 

Choose 50 for “Daily Endorsement Limits” this is the number of profiles you’ll endorse per day. 

I’ve found for every four profiles I endorse, someone returns the favour.  

 

If you want to be seen as “highly skilled” for any specific skill on LinkedIn, you need to get 99+ 

endorsements.  

 



So you will need to endorse roughly 400 other people to reach your goal of 99+ endorsements 

on your profile. If you are dubious about this here are a few extra benefits.  

 

LinkedIn product managers reach out to you as an industry expert because of your high number 

of endorsements. You’ll get access to their beta products and insider content benefits ahead of 

others.  



 

And other highly skilled people who have endorsed you also show up on your profile, giving you 

industry recognition.  

Part 6: Closing The Loop 

After following what I’ve laid out for you in this guide for 60 days I had 4000+ followers, booked 

50 phone calls, had nine coffee dates, and 200+ interesting inbox conversations. 

 

The value I was giving to my audience was accumulating, momentum kicked in and I started 

finding business opportunities for my agency. 

 

I didn’t solely rely on content creation to keep this thing rolling, though, and I can’t guarantee 

you’ll be able to, either. 

 

So wanting to keep pushing this thing downhill, I made my first big ask. 

 

But not the kind of ask you might expect. Now is not the time to get thirsty. No, I didn’t just throw 

my service in my communities face and try to make a sale. 

 

Instead I circled back to everyone I’d connected with over the past two months and asked them 

for advice. 

 

Why? 

 

Pitbull said it best: 



 

“Ask for money, get advice. Ask for advice, get money twice” 

 

By asking for advice, people are far more open to offering you their time than when you ask 

them to hire you, buy your product or use your service. 

 

Start by sending your version of the message below to ten people who have replied to your 

connection request and have in some way engaged with you over the last 60 days. 

 

“Hey {first name}, 

 

I’ve connected with and gotten to know a lot of marketing professionals on here recently, but 

you caught my attention. Given your agency experience, I hope you could share some advice. 

 

I want to ask you for your best piece of advice on growing a New Zealand marketing agency 

that specializes in digital growth. 

 

Are there any books, people or groups you recommend I look into? 

 

I understand you’re probably flat out right now so, please don’t feel rushed to get back to me, 

and if you can’t find the time to respond, I completely understand. 

 

Cheers, 

 

Kale” 

 

This is a dummy run to make sure people respond positively to your message. It took me a 

couple of iterations to get my message right.  

 

Once I found a message that worked,I bulk-sent it using WeConnect to fifty of my connections 

per day and the response was incredible. 

 

Over 40% of people responded within the first day, and almost 60% by day three. 

 

Within 14 days of sending out 50 messages a day (700 total), I had landed 48 new leads and 

secured four new clients worth $28,000. 

 

For your sanity and to stick within LinkedIn’s guidelines, don’t send more than 50 messages per 

day. It’s too hard to keep up with all your conversations, and you’ll likely get flagged by LinkedIn 

for spamming. 

 

And we’re done…. 

 



You’re probably sick of me by now. I don’t like getting told what to do, either. So I’m pleased to 

let you know you’ve reached the end of this handbook. 

 

Even as we sit here today in 2022, there are some highly underpriced opportunities for 

businesses and entrepreneurs on LinkedIn and I’m confident anyone (assuming they’ve read 

this guide) can take advantage of and prosper from it. 

 

It took me a solid year of stumbling through many different tactics on LinkedIn and another 4 

years of iterating to find this handbook's winning formula.  

 

Although I’ve made some changes to reflect how the platform has moved over the years - the 

outcome is still the same - once you turn this thing on - there’s no turning back; it’s like using a 

firehose to fill up your drink bottle. 

 

The dam thing has often caused me the opposite problem that most businesses have - it’s 

worked too well, and when I turn it on, I get flooded with new lead opportunities so much so that 

I’ve had to learn how to harness this power and use it appropriately. 

 

If this strategy does for you what I suspect it will, I’d love to hear about it. So connect with me 

here on LI and please sing out when you get your first new piece of business off LinkedIn. 

 

P.S. I’ve just fired this strategy up again and have started testing ways to make it even better - if 

you want to get the updated version when I release it - please sign up for my newsletter here. 

 

P.P.S. If this hasn’t worked for you - shoot me a dm on LI, and I’ll be more than happy to help 

you troubleshoot your way through it.  

 

Best, Kale. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kale-panoho/
https://hakune.co/newsletter
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